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Abstract. In recent years, researchers across the globe have switched from synthetic fibers to natural fibers for the fabrication
of composites. The desirable properties of natural fibers which attracted researchers, as well as academicians, are its low
density, easy availability, environmentally friendly nature, biodegradability, and high specific strength. Hence in the last
decade, there is tremendous progress in the development of natural fiber-reinforced composites for various industrial applications. The current review focused on the recent progress in natural fiber-reinforced polymer composite. The natural fibers
discussed in this review are derived from leaves, namely pineapple, sisal, and abaca. The extraction and processing of these
fibers are briefly outlined. The properties and application of natural fiber-reinforced composites are also addressed in this
review. One of the drawbacks of natural fiber is its poor compatibility with the polymer matrix. The different treatment
methods to improve the fiber-matrix interaction are also summarized in the present review.
Keywords: biopolymers, biocomposites, natural fibers, polymer-matrix composites, chemical treatments

1. Introduction

employed as they offer some excellent properties
such as high strength, high modulus, low coefficient
of thermal expansion and chemically inertness [7–9].
Fibers are materials (diameter: 0.00025–0.0125 cm)
with a high aspect ratio, i.e., their lengths being several times greater than their effective diameters.
Both synthetic and natural fibers are used to reinforce composites [10, 11]. However, the expensive
and non-biodegradable nature of synthetic fiber
urges researchers to find an alternative material.
Therefore, in recent years, there is an increasing
trend of replacing conventional synthetic fiber with
natural fiber to reinforce polymer matrix as it reduces the environmental issues and depletion of fossil resources [12–15].

Polymer matrix composite (PMC) is one of the wellrecognized composite materials with attractive properties such as low density, high stiffness, high tensile
strength, and high resistance to corrosion and chemicals [1]. Such composites have been employed in
various industries ranging from automobiles to more
advanced fields such as aeronautics and robotics [2–
4]. Matrices used to fabricate polymer composites
can be either thermoset (epoxies, polyesters resin,
vinyl esters, bismaleimide, and polyamides) or thermoplastic (polyesters, polypropylene, polyphenylene
sulfide (PPS), polyether ether ketone (PEEK), and
liquid crystal polymers) [5, 6]. To improve the performance of PMC, fiber reinforcements are frequently
*
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acid in high percentage [25]. The distribution of
chemical components in plant fibers is known to
vary by plant species, growth condition and fiber extraction [26]. The chemical composition of different
plant fibers is displayed in Table 1.
Based on the locations of extraction, plant fibers have
been categorized into seed fibers (cotton, coir, and
kapok), leaf fibers (sisal, pineapple, abaca, henequen,
curaua, plassava and fique), bast fiber/stem fibers
(jute, flax, ramie, hemp, kenaf, isora and banana), fruit
fibers (coir, oil palm and assai) and stalk fibers (wood,
bamboo, grass, barley, rice straw, wheat straw and
bagasse). The images of different plants, their fibers,
and fabrics are displayed in Figure 1. The attractive
features of plant fibers are low density, high specific
strength, biodegradability, and low cost. The mechanical properties of the fibers depend on their aspect ratio, microfibrillar angle, cellulose content and
crystallinity [27]. The mechanical properties of plant
fibers are listed in Table 2.

Being derived from natural agro-sources, plant fibers
have been employed to fabricate novel composites
materials that find applications in automotive industry, aerospace industry and biomedical fields [16–19].
The plant fibers are composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin, lignin, waxes, and water-soluble substances. The main component of plant fibers is cellulose. It is a linear polysaccharide with β (1→4)
glycosidic linkage, which provides strength and stiffness to the fiber [20]. Hemicellulose is a hydrophilic
branched heteropolysaccharide with shorter number
of glucose units than cellulose. The moisture uptake
capacity of fiber is associated with hemicellulose
[21–23]. Lignin is high molecular weight polymer of
monolignols (aromatic alcohols) that is present in the
secondary cell wall of the plant. The min role of lignin
is to bind the cellulose fibrils thus imparting rigidity
to the fiber [24]. Pectin is a complex mixture of polysaccharides with an average molecular weight of
about 50 000–180 000 Da and contains galacturonic

Table 1. Chemical composition of different plant fibers [Reproduced with permission from Elsevier, License Number4626830253379] [27].
Type of fiber

Cellulose

Lignin

Hemi-cellulose

Pectin

Wax

Jute

.061–71.5

12–13

13.6–20.4

0.2

0.5

Flax

71.0

2.2

18.6–20.6

2.3

1.7

Hemp

70.2–74.4

3.7–5.7

17.9–22.4

0.9

0.8

Ramie

68.6–76.2

0.6–0.7

13.1–16.7

1.9

0.3

Kenaf

31–39

15–19

21.5

–

–

Sisal

67–78

08–11

.010–14.2

10.0

2.0
–

Pineapple

70–82

05–12

–

–

Henequem

77.6

13.1

4–8

–

–

Cotton

82.7

–

5.7

–

0.6

Coir

36–43

41–45

0.15–0.25

3–4

–

Table 2. Mechanical properties of plant fibers.
Fiber type
Flax
Ramie
Hemp

Density
[g·cm–3]

Young’s
modulus
[GPa]

1.54

27.5–850.

1.5–1.56

027–128

Tensile
strength
[MPa]

Elongation at
break
[%]

Moisture
constant
[%]

Failure
strain
[%]

Microfibrillar
spiral angle

345–2000

1–4

10

1.3–3.3

10

400–1000

1.2–3.8

8.5

3.7

7.5

References
[30, 32]
[32, 33]

1.48

70

550–9000

1.6

10.8

2–4

6.2

Jute

1.3–1.46

10–30

393–8000

1.5–1.8

12.6

2–3

8

[29, 31, 32]

Sisal

1.45–1.5

09–22

350–7000

2–7

02–14

20

[30, 32]

Coir

11

[29, 32]

1.20

4–6

175–2200

15–30

8.0

15–40

41–45

[29, 32]

Cotton

1.5–1.6

05.5–12.6

287–5970

7–8

8.5

6–8

–

[30, 32]

Curaca

1.40

11.8

500–1150

3.7–4.3

–

–

–

[28, 32]
[28, 32]

Kenaf

1.50

53

930

1.6

17

Pineapple

1.32

60–82

413–1627

2.4

11.8

Bamboo

0.6–1.1

11–17

140–2300

–

Banana

1.35

27–32

529–9140

5.3

310

–

–

0.0–1.6

14

[31, 32]

–

–

–

[32, 33]

–

1–3

–

[32]
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Figure 1. a) Sisal plant, and its fiber; b) hemp plant, and its fiber; c) kenaf plant, and its fiber; d) pineapple plant and its fiber.
(Internet sources).
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2. Chemical treatment methods
The main limitation of natural fiber is its poor mechanical strength, poor dimension stability, high moisture absorption, high swelling, incompatibility with
the hydrophobic polymer matrix, and low thermal
resistance [34–38]. These limitations can be overcome by various chemical and physical treatments
[39–42].
Alkaline treatment or mercerization is the simplest
and cheapest method to modify natural fibers. It removes the non-cellulose constituent in fibers such as
lignin, wax, and oils, induces ionization of the hydroxyl groups of cellulose to alkoxide, and reduces the
hydroxyl group content on the surface of fiber [43].
Alkaline treatment thus enhances the surface roughness and hydrophobicity of the fiber, and consequently the adhesion of the fibers with the polymer matrix
increases. The alkali treatment of natural fibers is
shown in Figure 2. Several authors have utilized alkali treatment for the surface modification of fibers
and reported that alkali-treated fibers possess good
mechanical property, thermal stability and low water
absorption [44–48].
Alkoxy silanes are versatile coupling agents used
for the surface treatment of fibers [49]. Interaction
of silane with the fibers results in the formation of

Figure 3. Mechanism of the reaction between the silane
groups and the functional groups of the natural
fibers [Reproduced with permission from Elsevier,
License Number-4626830253379] [27].

hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl end of the
silanol and fiber surface. This results in a reduction of
the hydroxyl group concentration present on the surface of the fiber and enhances its hydrophobic character (Figure 3) [27, 50]. Several reports are available on silane treated natural fibers for various
applications [51, 52].
Acetylation and benzoylation treatment methods are
widely exploited by researchers to modify natural
fibers. In the acetylation treatment method less polar
acetyl group is introduced on the surface of natural
fiber whereas, while in benzoylation, a benzoyl
group (C6H5CO) is introduced (Figure 4). Bledzki et
al. [53] reported that the acetylated treated flax fiber
has high tensile, flexural properties and good thermal
stability. Similar results are reported in the literature
[54, 55]. Based on FT-IR and SEM analysis Ferreria
et al. [27] confirm that the benzoylation induces
chemical changes on the surface of sisal fiber, which
is responsible for its improved adhesion with the
polymer matrix.
It is reported that the tensile property of natural
fiber/polymer composite increases with peroxide
treatment [57, 58]. Here RO free radical generated
by the decomposition of peroxide interact with a hydrogen group of the polymer matrix and fiber and

Figure 2. Typical structure of a) untreated and b) alkalitreated cellulose fiber [Reproduced with permission from Taylor & Francis, License Number501499934] [48].

Figure 4. Simple esterification between the acetyl group of acetic anhydride and the hydroxyl group of natural fiber to yield
an acetylated product [56]. The reaction of the alkali treatment is followed by the reaction between the fiber and
benzoyl chloride. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier, License Number-4626830253379] [27].
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the adsorption of anionic dye from aqueous solution
using cationized cellulose hydrogels. Acharya et al.
[69] reported that the cotton fibers cationized using
(3-chloro-2-hydroxylpropyl) trimethyl-ammonium
chloride (CHPTAC) is a potential candidate for anionic dye removal studies. In addition to this, cationization also improves the nanoparticle adsorption capacity of cotton fiber [70].
Even some researchers have done the treatment of
natural fibers by using a crosslinking agent and a catalyst [71–73]. Alimohammadi et al. [74] successfully coated carbon nanotube (CNT) on cellulose fiber
using 1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxylic acid (BTCA) as
a crosslinking agent and sodium hypophosphite
(SHP) as catalyst. The chemical interaction between
the cross-linker and cellulose functional group was
confirmed by FT-IR spectroscopy. The experimental
result shows that CNT coated cellulose fiber show
better functionality and thermal stability. The same
group [75] induce hydrophobicity in cellulose fiber
by introducing silica nano-particles using BTCA and
SHP. Sehaqui et al. [76] developed carboxylated cellulose nanofibers (CNF) by esterification of wheat
fibers with different cyclic anhydrides namely maleic, phthalic and succinic anhydrides. The results revealed that fiber treated with succinic anhydride possess high carboxylation and it could be used in
biomedical or electronic applications.
The phosphorylation technique is widely used in
medicines to improve the adhesion of cellulose [77].
In the composite material field, this technique is used
to enhance the flame retardance and water repellent
properties of fibers [78, 79]. Recently El-Shafei et al.
[80] fabricated a jute composite from phosphorylated nanocellulose (P-NC) and chitosan. The prepared
composites are found to possess good thermal stability as well as antibacterial property. The thermal
stability of composite is found to be directly proportional to phosphorus content, while the chitosan is
responsible for its antibacterial property. Tzanov et al.

induces grafting of polymer and the fiber (Equations (1)–(4)) [59]:
RO–RO

2RO

(1)

RO + PE-H

ROH + PE

(2)

RO + Cellulose-H

ROH + Cellulose (3)

PE + Cellulose

PE- Cellulose

(4)

Sari et al. [60] adopted peroxide treatment for simple
fiber and showed that the treated fiber/polyethylene
possesses better properties than untreated fiber/polyethylene composite. The improvement in tensile properties with peroxide treatment is attributed to the
grafting of polyethylene with sisal fiber [57]. Isocyanate treatment is another method to improve the
surface properties of natural fiber. In this method,
the adhesion between the matrix and the fibers is induced by the reaction between N=C=O group of isocyanate with a hydroxyl group of fiber as shown in
Equation (5). The moisture present in fiber hydrolyzes
isocyanate to urea, which on reacting with the hydroxyl group of fiber improves its moisture resistance ability and mechanical strength [61, 62].
Fiber-OH + R–N=C=O

Fiber-O–CO–NR–R
(5)

Isocyanate treated fiber-based composites possess
good mechanical [63, 64], thermal conductivity [65]
and melt flow [66]. Permanganate treatment, sodium
chlorite treatment, and stearic acid treatment are the
other methods that are commonly used to modify the
surface properties of natural fibers [67]. These chemical treatments are depicted in Table 3.
A much less popular surface chemical modification is
‘cationization.’ The cationized fibers have greater
affinity for anionic dye as this treatment method allows the introduction of cationic moiety onto the fiber.
For example, Kono [68] reported an improvement in
Table 3. Chemical interaction with fibers [67].
Chemical

Reaction

Effect

The Mn3+ ion-initiated graft polymerization increasPermanganate treatment
ing the surface roughness of the fiber
It makes the fiber clean and rough thereby enhancing
Sodium chlorite treatment Sodium chlorite has bleaching action on the natural fiber
the interlocking with the matrix
This treatment makes the surface of fiber more hyFiber-OH + CH3(CH2)16COOH →
Stearic acid treatment
drophobic, thereby improving the interaction with
CH3(CH2)16COO–O-Fiber + H2O
the matrix
This chemical modification improves the surface
Fiber-OH + CH2=CHCN →
Acrylonitrile treatment
properties of the fiber
Fiber-OCH2CH2CN
Fiber-OH + KMnO4 →
Fiber-O–H–O–Mn(OO)OK+
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improve the mechanical bonding between the natural
fiber and the polymer matrix. These treatments alter
only surface properties of fiber, not its chemical composition.

[81] adopted enzymatic phosphorylation rather than
chemical phosphorylation to improve the colorability and flame resistance of cotton cellulose. Pan et al.
[82] employed layer by layer (LbL) method to deposit polysaccharides, chitosan and phosphorylated
cellulose (PCL) on the surface of cotton fabric. The
prepared polyelectrolytes multilayer (PEM) films
have better thermal stability and flame retardancy
compared with pure cotton fabric.
Layer by layer treatment (LbL)
In today’s world, there is a growing concern for the
use of toxic materials in various areas of science and
technology. This urges researchers to adopt greener
techniques for surface treatment. Layer by layer treatment (LbL) is a novel and promising technique and
involves the deposition of oppositely charged polymers or nanomaterials onto the surface of fiber [83].
The coated LbL thus acts as interphase and improves
the fiber/matrix interaction. LbL technique was found
to improve the properties of natural fibers such as its
strength [84, 85], wettability [86], flame retardant efficiency [87], antibacterial property etc. Battegazzore et al. [85] modify the surface of hemp fibers
using chitosan and sepiolite (CH/SEP) and found
significant improvement in the mechanical properties of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyhexanoate)/hemp fibers biocomposites. Cellulose fiber
with better hydrophobic character was generated by
the adopting LbL self-assembly of cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM) and lignosulfonate (LS). LS nanomaterial was found to be responsible for inducing the
hydrophobicity in the fiber, whereas CPAM strengthens the cellulose fiber [86]. Another cheap and ecofriendly treatment for modifying natural fibers is enzyme treatment. González et al. [88] report that the
Penicillium echinulatum cellulose treated sisal fibers
exhibit better thermal and crystallinity than untreated
fiber. The improvement in the surface roughness of
enzyme-treated fiber is due to the removal of impurities such as hemicellulose, pectin, and lignin. A
similar result was observed for the enzyme (pectinase, laccase, cellulase, and xylanase) treated jute
fiber. The composite reinforced with this treated
fiber has higher toughness and mechanical property.

3.1. Plasma treatment
Plasma treatment is one of the commonly used physical treatments employed for the surface modification of natural fibers. Plasma is generated by applying electric field into a gas at atmospheric or reduced
pressure. Electric field ionizes the gas which leads
to the formation of ions, electrons, photons, free radicals, excited atomic and molecular ions [89, 90].
These particles later interact with the fiber and generate new reactive sites and functional groups on the
surface, thus induce a change in surface properties
of fibers such as wettability and flammability. They
also remove contaminants from the surface of fibers
making it rougher and thus improving the interlocking between fiber and matrix.
3.2. Corona treatment
This treatment uses a high-frequency discharge to generate plasma (ionized air) and emits light with a blue
hue. During the corona discharge, several oxidants
such as ozone, atomic oxygen, and oxygen free radicals are generated, which leads to surface oxidation.
As a result, there are some modifications of surface
structures leading to an improvement in the impact
strength and tensile strength of the composites [91, 92].
3.3. Ozone treatment
Ozone treatment employs ozone or fluorine gas to
modify the surface of natural fibers. Recently, many
researchers are adopting this treatment to enhance
the physical properties of natural fibers [93–95]. This
method is found to alter the surface morphology and
roughness of fibers [96]. Ozone treatment is also
found to improve the hydrophilicity of fiber as the
ozonized product has greater accessibility to water
molecules [97]. Maqsood et al. [98] employed ozone
treatment for jute fiber and observed good moisture
absorption and tenacity than untreated fiber. This is
attributed to delignification of cellulosic chain by
ozone treatment.

3. Physical treatment methods

4. Pineapple leaf fiber (PALF)

Apart from the chemical treatments, physical treatments such as stretching, calendering, thermal treatment and plasma techniques are available which

The pineapple (Ananas comosus) is a tropical plant
belonging to the Bromeliaceae family and is widely
cultivated for its edible fruit [99]. A mature pineapple
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in the first three days after harvesting are selected
for hand-scraping method. The selected pineapples
leaves are sorted to remove damaged or diseased
leaves and then scraped using materials such as stone,
ceramic plate, knife or coconut shells (Figure 5). The
scraping process removes the outer waxy layer of
leaves thereby leaving behind only fibers. The collected fibers are washed, dried and later waxed to remove the entanglements. The major drawback of this
method is that it is tedious, time-consuming, laborious process and has low efficiency [104, 108].

plant has about 60–80 sword-like leaves with an average length and width of 55–75 and 3.1–5.3 cm, respectively [100]. It is one of the cheapest and abundantly available sources of natural fibers that finds
application in textile industries, paper industry, upholstery, reinforced roofing, manufacture of yarns
and reinforcing polymer composites [101–104]. The
fibers extracted from leaves of pineapple are white,
smooth and glossy with average length and diameter
of 50–120 cm and 105 µm respectively. It possesses
low density (1.44 g·cm–3) and has good hygroscopic
nature (1.1%) [105]. The chemical composition of
pineapple leaf fiber (PALF) is as follows: cellulose
(70–8%), hemicelluloses (18.8%), lignin (5–12.7%),
and ash (1.1%) [106]. Other constituents like fat, wax,
pectin, uronic acid, anhydride, pentosan, color pigment, inorganic substance, etc. are also present in
minor quantities in PALF [107]. The high cellulose
content and low microfibrillar angle are responsible
for its excellent tensile strength and mechanical
properties of the fibers.

Retting method
Retting is a biological process that employs microbes
for extraction of plant fibers. In water retting process,
the scratched pineapple leaves are immersed in water
or water bodies for 15–20 days. The microorganism
present in water softens the leaves by decomposing
the non-fibrous matter of leaves such as hemicellulose, pectin, lignin, fat, wax, ash content, and nitrogenous matter [109]. After a few days, the fibers can
be easily separated from leaves, which is later washed
many times with water and dried in air to get clean
pineapple fiber. It is a common practice to employ
urea or diammonium phosphate (DAP) for retting
process, as it provides an excellent medium for the
growth of bacteria. Bacterial retting uses bacteria
culture (Bacillus and Clostridium) for retting method.
It is reported by Cueto et al. [110] that bacterial retting process produces cleaner fibers with good tensile strength as it converts nonfibrous matter like
hemicellulose to α-cellulose.

4.1. Extraction of PALF
Pineapple fibers are extracted from the leaves of the
pineapple plant. The commonly used methods to extract PALF are hand extraction, retting method, raspador, and decorticator method.
4.1.1. Manual extraction
Hand extraction
This is the simplest and primitive method for the extraction of pineapple fiber. Generally, the leaves with-

Figure 5. a) Scrapping the upper layer b) extracted pineapple fiber (Internet source).
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4.1.2. Mechanical method
Raspador method
This is a versatile and cost-effective method that involves the use of raspador machine. Here the pineapple leaves were fed into the raspador machine (Figure 6), which consists of several blades mounted on
a rotating beater. As leaves were introduced into the
machine, the blades progressively crush and scarp
the leaves thus removing the leaf pulp and leaving
behind only fiber. The extracted fiber strands are later
dried in the sunlight [106, 111].
Decorticator machine
The basic principle of a decorticator is beating and
scratching. A typical decorticator (Figure 7) consists of sets of rollers, namely: squeezing roller,
scrapper roller, and plane roller. The rollers crush
the leaves, and blades of the roller remove the

Figure 7. Decorticator machine [113].

upper waxy coating of the leaves. The fibers obtained were later washed and dried in air [112].
Recently Yusof et al. [114] have developed a novel
decorticator machine for the extraction of pineapple
fiber. Figure 8 depicts the mechanism of pineapple
extraction. Here the extraction is based on scratching
mechanism, and blades of decorticator remove some
of the waxy layers on the surface of the leaves. Later,
the leaves were pulled off from the machines using
the hand, and almost all of the waxy coating was removed. The extracted fibers were cleaned and dried.

5. PALF reinforced polymer composites
5.1. PALF-polyester (PS) composites
The desirable properties of polyesters such as high
thermal stability, low creep, good chemical resistance, and high Tg make them a potential candidate
in the composite industry [115, 116]. To enhance its
physical-mechanical properties of polyester composites it is often blended with reinforcing agents, especially natural fibers [117]. Being mechanically strong
and cheap, PALF is one of the frequently used reinforcing natural fiber for polyester matrixes [106]. The
mechanical properties of PALF-polyester composites
at different PALF loading were studied by different
researchers [118]. They report that the mechanical
properties (tensile strength, tensile modulus, elongation at break, Young’s modulus, impact strength, and
shear strength) of neat polyester increases with
PALF [wt%] and this iomprovement is attributed to
the enhancement of fiber-matrix interaction with fiber
loading [119, 120]. However, the mechanical properties are found to diminish at high fiber loading, due
to poor dispersion of fiber in the matrix. The variation

Figure 6. Photograph of raspador machine.

Figure 8. Extraction of fibers from PALF M1 machine [114].
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of tensile strength of PALF-polyester composites
with fiber loading is displayed in Figure 9.

The enhancement of mechanical properties with fiber
loading was supported by SEM analysis. The proper
dispersion of PALF at low fiber content is visible in
SEM images (Figure 10a and 10b). The morphology
of high fiber-loaded polyester indicates that there is
weak fiber-matrix interaction due to poor dispersion
(Figure 10c).
The impact strength of composites plays an important role in the performance of composite materials.
Generally, the impact strength of composites increases with fiber [wt%] [126, 127]. Devi et al. [119] report that on increasing the PALF [wt%] from 10 to
50 wt%, the impact strength of PALF-polyester composites also increases and reaches a maximum value
of 365 J·m–1. They propose it is due to the porous
nature of PALF. A similar trend was noted by Mishra
et al. [106] for PALF-polyester composite. Daramola
et al. [122] designed PALF polyester composites by
hand lay-up technique using ethyl ketone peroxide
and cobalt naphthenate as catalyst and accelerator

Figure 9. Tensile strength vs optimum fiber loading of
PALF/polyester [119, 121–124].

Figure 10. SEM images of the fracture surface of PALF polyester composites with different wt% a) 35 b) 40 c) 50 [Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons, License Number-4662911394941] [121, 125].
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exhibits better tensile strength (62.09±4.47 MPa),
impact strength (45.22±1.10 kJ·m–2) and flexural
properties (53.02±1.20 MPa) than PALF/polyester
and glass fiber polyester resins composites.
Due to the high cellulose content of PALF fiber,
water absorption behavior of PALF reinforced composites is higher than neat polyester. The water absorption generally increases with the increase in PALF
percentage [122]. Devi et al. [131] monitored the effect of environmental factors such as thermal aging
and water absorption on the mechanical property of
PALF-polyester composites. Experimental results
show that thermal aging and water absorption leads
to a slight reduction in the mechanical property of
the composites.

respectively. The prepared samples were evaluated
for their mechanical and water absorption behavior.
Their studies suggest that PALF reinforced composite exhibits better mechanical strength than a neat
polyester sample. The tensile strength and Young’s
modulus of the composites increase with the increase
in PALF [wt%], which is attributed to the enhancement of fiber-matrix interaction. The optimum value
of tensile strength and Young’s modulus obtained at
40 wt% loaded PALF are 29.19 and 762.92 MPa,
which is 47 and 65% greater than neat polyester. The
optimum flexural strength and flexural modulus
were obtained at 20 wt% PALF, while the optimum
hardness value was obtained at 30 wt% PALF.
Meanwhile, the PALF-polyester composite is found
to be quite brittle, probably due to the interruption
of polymer mobility by the stiff PALF fiber. Owing
to its high impact strength these type of composite
finds application in areas such as construction materials [128].
Being a hydrophilic fiber, PALF has only weak adhesion with the polymer matrix. Therefore, to improve its interactions with matrix, various surface
treatments were employed. Mishra et al. [106] utilized
surface-treated PALF fiber to fabricate PALF-polyester composites. The studies show that AN (acrylonitrile) grafted PALF-polyester composite exhibits the
highest tensile strength (48.36 MPa). The percentage
of AN plays a crucial role in the tensile strength of
PALF-polyester composites which is reflected in
SEM analysis. A low fiber pull-out from the polymer
matrix was observed at low percentage of AN (10%),
while high percentage of AN was found to diminish
the strength of composites, as it makes the fiber more
porous. Meanwhile, Motaleb et al. [129] report that
alkali-treated PALF-polyester composite displayed
superior mechanical properties than untreated PALF
composite.
Commercially available prosthetic sockets are usually made of fiberglass polyester material. Odusote
and Oyewo [130] attempted to develop two biocomposites namely: PALF/polyester and PALF/epoxy biocomposites as a substitute for fiberglass polyester
prosthetic sockets. The mechanical properties of prepared thermoset composites were compared with
PALF/glass fiber. PALF used in their study was chemically treated with alkali and acetic acid, and volume
fraction of fiber ranged from 0–50%. They report that
PALF/epoxy composite is a promising candidate
for the development of prosthetic knee socket as it

5.2. PALF-polyethylene (PE) composite
LDPE (low density polyethylene) is a hydrophobic
polymer with very low water uptake. The water uptake ability of chemically treated PALF-LDPE composites at different fiber loading was investigated by
George et al. [132]. The results indicate that the water
uptake ability of PALF-LDPE composite increases
with fiber loading owing to the hydrophilic nature
of PALF. However, water uptake of chemically treated PALF-LDPE composites was found to lower than
untreated sample. This is attributed to the reduction
in the hydroxyl group of PALF, as it is chemically
bonded with the matrix. Besides enhancing the water
uptake efficiency of composite, the PALF fiber is also
found to improve the viscoelastic property and thermal stability of PALF-PP composites [133, 134].
Bahra et al. [135] report higher tensile strength and
modulus for pineapple/HDPE composite than pristine HDPE.
5.3. PALF-polypropylene (PP) composite
As PALF-polypropylene composite possesses excellent mechanical property it was suggested as an alternative for synthetic fiber-reinforced PP composites [129]. The mechanical properties of PALF-PP
composite vary with fiber loading [136–138] and result from the alpha-cellulose nature and low microfibrillar angle of PALF. Their studies also revealed
that the alkali-treated PALF/PP composite exhibits
superior mechanical properties than untreated PALF/
PP composite. The tensile strength of alkali-treated
sample (89 MPa) was found to much higher than
other natural fiber-reinforced composites such as jute
fiber/PP (55 MPa), banana fiber/epoxy resin (45 MPa)
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and jute-banana hybrid fiber/epoxy resin (18.96 MPa)
[139–141]. Besides improving the mechanical property, alkali treatment also reduces the water uptake
ability of composites.
Chattopadhyay et al. [142] reported the utilization
of both alkali-treated PALF and maleic anhydride
grafted polypropylene (MA-g-PP) as compatibilizer
results in a significant improvement in the mechanical property of PP matrix. SEM micrographs support
the mechanical analysis and confirm good compatibility between PALF and PP (Figure 11). Their study
also sheds light on the effect of fiber length on the
mechanical and morphological features of composites. Fiber length plays an important role in tailoring
the overall strength of fiber. Short fibers are generally
preferred over long fiber as the former offers sufficient strength due to its proper orientation and uniform distribution of load in the fiber. In the case of
PALF/PP composites, fiber length of 6 mm is found
to possess high mechanical properties such as tensile
strength, tensile modulus, flexural properties. On increasing the fiber length beyond 6 mm, the properties tend to diminish due to non-uniform distribution
of stress and poor fiber-matrix interaction. The thermal stability of PALF-PP composite is found to increase when MA (maleic anhydride) grafted PP
along with treated PALF was used. High thermal stability (122 °C) of treated PALF+PP+MA-g-PP composites is due to enhancement in the trans crystallinity and restricted the mobility of polymer chain in the
composite.

5.4. PALF- polylactic acid (PLA) composite
As green composites are environmentally benign
materials, researchers are interested in fabricating
green composites rather than synthetic polymer

composites for various engineering applications. Munawar et al. [143] developed a green composite from
biopolymer: polylactic acid and natural fiber: PALF.
They evaluated the mechanical properties of these
composites with respect to PALF-PP composite and
found that the mechanical property of composites decreases with fiber loading. The decrease in tensile
strength and flexural property is more pronounced
in PALF-PLA composites than with PALF/PP.
Kaewpirom and Worrarat [144] adopted chemical
treatment methods to improve the performance of
PALF-PLA composite. PALF modified with MA
coupling agent shows better bonding with PLA matrix thus enhancing the mechanical properties. The
prepared composites are also found to exhibit optimum thermal stability at low PALF [%]. Their studies also revealed that the tensile properties of PALF
depend on the region of extraction (leaf tip, leaf center, and leaf base). The fiber obtained from the leaf tip
is found to be ideal for reinforcing PLA matrix as it
offers better tensile strength (244 MPa). In a similar
work, Huda et al. [145] also showed that chemically
treated PALF-polylactic acid exhibits better tensile
properties, storage modulus, and thermal stability
than untreated composites. Agung et al. [146] investigated the effect of compatibilizing agent MAPE
(maleated anhydride polyethylene) on the performance of PALF reinforced polylactic acid composite.
The bonding of compatibilizing agent with PALF
and PLA results in reduced water uptake and good
mechanical property (tensile strength: 27.83%, flexural strength: 84.5%), which was confirmed by morphological analysis. SEM micrographs of MAPE
treated sample display a smaller number of voids
(Figure 12) and thus displayed fairly good mechanical performance.

Figure 11. SEM images of the fractured surface of tensile, impact and flexural of treated fiber composite (6 mm fiber length,
10% fiber volume fraction) [Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons, License Number4662910894454] [142].
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Figure 12. Scanning electron microscopic images of fractured PALF/PLA composite: a) untreated b) treated PALF composites [146].

5.5. PALF-hybrid composites
There is great interest in the development of hybrid
composites for various applications [147, 148]. A
green biodegradable hybrid composite using polylactic acid (PLA) and poly(butylene succinate) (PBS)
as polymer matrix and PALF and recycled disposable chopstick fiber as reinforcing agents were designed by Shih et al. [149]. The developed hybrid
composite exhibit excellent tensile strength, flexural
strength, and thermal stability. Yogesh and Rao [150]
studied the mechanical properties of pineapple leaf
fiber-reinforced vinyl ester with different particulate
fillers. Based on their study they report that incorporation of filler enhances the tensile, flexural, impact
and inter-laminar shear strengths of the composites.
Asim et al. [151] developed a high-performance
PALF/KF (kenaf fiber) phenolic hybrid composites
and suggested it for automobiles and construction industries. The mechanical performance of these composites was further improved by silane treatment. The
enhancement of surface roughness of treated fiber
and its adhesion with polymer matrix is reflected in
the SEM and FT-IR analysis. A similar observation
was made in banana/pineapple leaf fiber/ propylene
composite. Rahman et al. [152] reported that the
polymer reinforced with 5 wt% pineapple leaf and
banana fiber at a ratio of 3:1, is found to display good
mechanical properties (tensile strength 21.5 MPa.,
Young’s modulus 1155 MPa).

6. Sisal leaf fiber
Sisal fibers are generally extracted from the leaves
of the sisal plant which belongs to the family Agava
sisalana. As sisal plant has a fast-growing rate it is
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Figure 13. Production of sisal from 2017 [155].

widely cultivated for its fiber. The worldwide production of sisal fiber is estimated to be 200 000 tons
per year. The main cultivator of sisal plant is Brazil
(Figure 13). The attractive feature of sisal fiber includes its superior mechanical properties, strong resistance to alkali, and oxidizing agents [153, 154].

6.1. Composition and structure
The length and diameter of a typical sisal fiber are
1–1.5 and 100–300 mm respectively. They are cellulose-based fibers and consists of 55–78% cellulose, 8–19% hemicellulose, 2–11% lignin, 1% pectin
and 6–10% moisture content [156]. Based on the
place of extraction, sisal leaf fiber is classified into
mechanical, ribbon, and xylem fibers. The mechanical fibers are extracted from the periphery of the leaf
and possess definite shape. It is the toughest among
all three fibers and is the most commercially useful
form of sisal fiber. On the other hand, xylem fibers
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relatively low mechanical properties. Kumar et al.
[160] implemented a cheap and eco-friendly method
to improve the mechanical and wear properties of
sisal/polyester composites. Their reports revealed
that incorporation of hybrid mustard and pine needle
improve the tensile strength, impact energy and wear
properties of composites. The adhesion of hydrophilic
sisal fiber with hydrophobic polyesters was improved
by adopting various chemical treatments such alkali
[161, 162], benzoyl and silane treatment [161], admicellar polymerization using hexadecylpyridinium
chloride [163] and N-isopropyl-acrylamide solution
[164]. The treated fiber-reinforced composites possess better tensile, flexural, impact and hardness than
untreated composites.

have the lowest strength due to its irregular shape
and thin-walled cell. Ribbon fibers have intermediate
mechanical strength and are extracted from the conducting tissue in the median line of the leaf [157].

6.2. Extraction of sisal leaf fiber
Commonly used methods to extract sisal fiber are
retting, boiling, and mechanical method. Retting is
a traditional method for the extraction of sisal fiber.
Here, the bacteria will decompose the sisal leaves,
and later, the fibers are separated from the pith. The
main drawback of this method is that it is time consuming, intensive and the quality of fiber is poor.
The boiling method is preferred for the small-scale
production of fiber. In this method, the fibers of the
sisal plant are boiled by strong heating. The fibers are
later washed and dried in air. The mechanical method
is suitable for large scale production of fiber and employed a decorticator machine. During the extraction
step, the leaves are crushed and scratched by the
blades of the decorticator, consequently the surface
coating, wax, and pectin are removed, and eventually, only fibers remain. The collected fiber is washed
to remove impurities and dried in sunlight [158].

7.2. Sisal-polypropylene (PP) composites
Dynamic mechanical tests were commonly used to
understand the stiffness and damping characteristics
of composites. The dynamic mechanical property of
sisal-polypropylene composites as a function of fiber
loading, fiber length, chemical treatment, and temperature were evaluated by Joseph et al. [165]. The
composite displays a maximum value for storage
modulus at 30% fiber loading with an optimum
length of 2 mm. This is attributed to the increase in
the bonding between fiber and matrix and even distribution of stress across the composites. Elevated
temperature is found to weakens fiber-matrix interaction and thus have negative impact on the storage
moduli of the composite. The authors also suggest
that MA treated fiber composites are superior when
compared to other treated composites as their strong
chemical interaction between hydroxyl group of cellulosic fiber and anhydride group of MA-treated polypropylene. Sun and Wu [166] modify sisal fiber using
tetraethyl orthosilicate and γ-aminopropyl triethoxy
silane. The presence of active group on the treated
fiber is responsible for its improved bonding with
the polymer matrix and this is reflected in the mechanical and thermal performance of this composite.

7. Sisal reinforced polymer composite
7.1. Sisal-polyester (PS) composites
Sreekumar et al. [159] compare the effect of two different processing techniques (compression molding
and resin transfer molding techniques – RTM) on
the mechanical properties of sisal fiber/polyester
composites. They found that composites developed
using RTM method possess better mechanical properties (tensile strength: 67 MPa, Young’s modulus:
2196 MPa and elongation at break: 6%) than the compression molding (tensile strength: 57 MPa, Young’s
modulus: 1868 MPa and elongation at break: 8%).
This is attributed to the low void content and better
wettability of composite. SEM analysis shows that
compression molding technique has strong extensive
fiber pull and high void content which results in its

Table 4. Effect of chemical treatments on sisal/polyester composites.
Sisal/polyester composite

Tensile strength
[MPa]

Flexural strength
[MPa]

Moisture content
[%]

Impact strength

References

Untreated

1

13

11.7

1.5 N·m

[161, 162, 163]

Alkali (NaOH)

1.5

14

11.2

0.9 N·m

[161, 162, 163]

Benzyl

2

27

–

–

[161]

Silane

2

26

–

–

[161]

53

89

–

331

–

6.6

Hexadecylpyridinium chloride
N-isopropyl-acrylamide

321

11.8 J/m
–

[163]
[164]
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The effect of aging on the mechanical property of
sisal/polypropylene composite was studied by Joseph
et al. [167]. Their studies show that composite immersed in water shows a minimal value for tensile
strength due to the plasticization effect of water. The
exposure to UV radiation is found to have an adverse
effect on the mechanical property of both treated and
untreated composites. Authors propose that UV radiation could have induced decomposition and chain
scission of polymer chain thereby leading to a reduction in properties. A similar observation was made by
Chow et al. [168]. Mukhopadhyay and Srikanta [169]
reported that the aged sisal fiber-PP composites have
better mechanical properties than fresh sisal fiber.
The poor adhesion of fresh fiber with polymer matrix is ascribed to its high moisture content, whereas
aged fibers with low moisture absorption can strongly adhere to the polymer matrix.

7.4. Sisal-hybrid composites
Mishra et al. [176] observed a positive hybrid effect
when glass fiber was incorporated into PALF/polyester and sisal fiber/polyester composite. The mechanical properties of sisal fiber/glass hybrid polyester composites were further improved by chemical
treatments. Chemically treated sisal fiber/glass hybrid composites possess desirable mechanical properties and less water uptake; therefore, it can find application in building and automotive industries. Filho
et al. [177] report for the first time the effect of Portland cement on the physic-mechanical properties of
sisal-glass fiber hybrid composites. The experimental results revealed that the Portland cement (10 wt%)
imparts high flexural strength and stiffness to the
composites and therefore could be used for aircraft
and structural applications. Recently, Akash and coworkers [178, 179] fabricated low-cost sisal hybrid
composites and thoroughly study its mechanical and
water absorption properties in terms of fiber loading.
Their results revealed that both sisal/coir fiber epoxy
composite and sisal/hemp fiber hybrid possess desirable mechanical properties (Table 5). The water absorption behavior of the hybrid composites increases
gradually with fiber loading and reaches maximum
at high fiber percentage owing to the hydrophilic nature of sisal fiber. Aslan and Tufan [180] suggest sisal/
glass fiber composites as a substitute for synthetic
glass fiber composites as it possesses similar mechanical performance and better frictional properties
than waste glass composites.

7.3. Sisal-polylactic acid (PLA) composites
Samouh et al. [170] reported that the introduction of
sisal fiber to PLA matrix not only enhances the
strength but also the impact property of sisal fiber/
PLA composite. Sisal fiber/PLA fiber with 15% sisal
fiber content exhibit 30.30% of enhancement in
Charpy impact strength, which is comparable to other
reported works [171, 172]. In addition to this, sisal
fiber increases the crystallinity of composite and
could be used as a substitute for synthetic nucleating
agents for PLA. Chaitanya and Singh [173] compared
D-IM (direct injection molding) and E-IM (extrusion
injection molding) technique for the production of
sisal fiber/PLA composite process. They report that
D-IM is preferred for short fibers while E-IM is suitable for both short and long fibers. Orue et al. [174]
used a different chemical treatment such as silane
treatment and alkali treatment for modifying the properties of sisal fiber/PLA composites. An improvement
in performance was noticed for composites prepared
using alkali and alkali + silane treated sisal fiber.
Meanwhile, Kittikorn et al. [175] modify sisal fiber
using 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate. The
modified sisal/PLA exhibits excellent microbial
degradation than untreated sisal fiber composite.

7.5. Sisal based biocomposites
A novel biodegradable composite from sisal fiber
and starch was developed and the authors suggest it
as an alternative for conventional packaging material, polystyrene [181]. Oliveira et al. [182] employed
bio-based sodium lignosulfonate (NaLS) to improve
the fiber-matrix interaction of sisal fiber-phenolic
composite.

8. Abaca leaf fiber
Abaca plants (or Manila hemp) closely resemble
the banana plant and belongs to Musacea family

Table 5. Comparison of mechanical properties of sisal/hemp and sisal/coir composites.
Samples

Tensile strength
[MPa]

Flexural strength
[MPa]

Water absorption
[%]

Hardness

References

Sisal/hemp

–

83

9

77

[178]

Sisal/coir

48

77

9

–

[179]
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Figure 14. Some morphological features of abaca: a) abaca plant b) petiole c) extracted fibers [Reproduced with permission
from Springer Nature-501499934] [185].

(Figure 14). They are generally seen in a shady and
humid area and grows abundantly in Philippines,
Ecuador, and Costa Rica. A mature abaca plant reaches up to a height of 13–22 feet with a pseudo-stem
of about 6 15 inches in diameter. There are around
25 fiber fewer stalks that produce 12–25 leaves. The
inner leaves of abaca contain less fiber than outer
leaves [183]. Abaca fiber is obtained from petioles
of abaca leaves, and the major component of the
fiber is cellulose (56–63%), hemicellulose (20–25%),
and lignin (7–9%). It possesses exceptional strength
and is found to be tougher than cotton and sisal
[184]. In addition to this abaca fiber possess good
flexibility and water resistance. An important application of abaca fiber is in the production of ropes,
woven fabrics, currency notes, cigarette filter papers,
vacuum bags, tea bags, paper pulp, materials for car
parts, etc. Owing to its superior mechanical strength
it also finds application as a reinforcement material
for composites. Table 6 shows the comparison of the
chemical composition and physical properties of
abaca with other natural fibers.

8.1. Extraction of abaca fiber
The common methods to extract abaca fiber from
abaca plants are tuxying and stripping. In tuxying
method, abaca fibers are separated by inserting a
special knife known as a tuxying knife between the
inner and outer layers of the leaf sheath. The collected fibers by either hand stripping or spindle stripping. Both hand stripping or spindle stripping
method are used to clean the fibers. Hand stripping
is a tedious one, and only 1% of the fiber is recovered by this method. Spindle stripping involves the
use of a spindle which is in motion by an electric
motor. Here 1.5 to 2% of fiber is recovered [193].
Another method to extract the abaca leaf fiber is
called decortication. Here blade of decorticator removes the primary and secondary fibers from the
sheaths. Compared to traditional hand stripping and
spindle stripping methods, decorticator method produces better the fiber yield. The extracted raw fibers
are sun-dried and are then graded based on fiber
quality. Proper drying is essential for obtaining a
good quality of fiber.

Table 6. Comparison of chemical composition of abaca from different studies.
Cellulose
[%]
60.8–64

Hemicellulose
[%]
17.5–21

Lignin
[%]

Moisture content
[%]

References

12–15.1

–

[186]

66.43

30.7

13.6

0.7

[187]

63.7

17.5

15.1

7

[188]

56–63

15–17

7–10

–

[189]

56–63

20–25

7–9

–

[190]

68.32

19

12–13

10–11

[191]

63.32

17.32

0.76

[192]

8.50
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9. Abaca reinforced polymer composite
9.1. Abaca-polyester (PS) composites

9.2. Abaca-polypropylene (PP) composites
Bledzki et al. [197] made a comparison of properties
of abaca/PP with jute/PP and flax/PP composites.
They observed that abaca/PP composite (4.3 mJ/mm2
and 73 MPa) exhibit better damping and flexural
properties than jute/PP (3.1 mJ/mm2 and 70 MPa)
and flax/PP (3 mJ/mm2 and 69 MPa) composite. The
properties of PP/chemically treated abaca are summarized in Table 7 [192, 198-200]. The strong compatibility of chemically treated fiber and polypropylene results in improved performance, which is
visible from SEM micrographs (Figure 15).
Liu et al. [200] studied the effect of surface modification on the transverse thermal conductivity (TTC)
of abaca fiber-reinforced epoxy composites. They
observed that mercerization and silane treatment improve the TTC of the composites (TTC value for untreated fiber 0.23 W/(m·K) and silane treated fiber
0.34 W/(m·K)). Enzymes have to use to modify the
surface of natural fibers [201]. It removes surface
impurities such as wax, lignin, fat, etc. which are responsible for weak interaction between fiber-matrix.
Bledzki et al. [202] in their work employed enzymes
as well as chemical methods to improve performance of abaca fiber-polypropylene composites. Experimental results revealed that enzyme-treated fiber

The effect of untreated and acetic anhydride (AA)
treated abaca fiber on the biodegradability of polycaprolactone (PCL), poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3hydroxy valerate) (PHBV), poly(butylene succinate)
(PBS) and poly(lactic acid) (PLA) was studied by
Teramoto et al. [194]. Soil burial test shows that
abaca fiber accelerates the biodegradability of this
aliphatic ester thus implying that abaca fiber plays
an inevitable role in the biodegradation of aliphatic
polyester. When compared to treated fiber, untreated
fiber causes faster biodegradation of the composite.
A similar type of work was reported by Shibata et al.
[195], and later the same group [196] schematically
studied the effect of fiber content, length, and surface
treatment on the mechanical properties of PHBV/
abaca fiber composite. Optimum tensile strength and
flexural modulus were observed when fiber loading
was 20 wt%, and fiber length was 5 mm. The flexural
property of this composite is comparable with PHBV/
glass fiber composite (flexural strength and modulus
of PHBV/GF: 38 and 2600 MPa, flexural strength
and modulus of PHBV/abaca: 34 and 1450 MPa and
flexural strength and modulus of PHBV/untreated
abaca: 27 and 1200 MPa).

Table 7. Mechanical properties of abaca fiber with different chemical treatment.
Chemical treatment

Tensile property
[MPa]

Flexural property
[MPa]

Water absorption
[%]

References

Untreated

–

–

160

[192]

Alkali

–

–

063

[192]

Untreated

26

47

–

[198]

Benzene diazonium

30

55

–

[198]

Maleated PP

57

–

–

[199]

Untreated

11

–

–

[200]

Silane

29

–

–

[200]

Figure 15. SEM images of a) untreated abaca fiber b) NaOH treated abaca fiber c) maleated polypropylene abaca fiber [192,
197].
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Table 8. Mechanical properties of abaca fiber with different chemical and enzyme treatments [202].
Fibers
Abaca

Tensile strength
[MPa]

Flexural strength
[MPa]

30

52

Moisture absorption
[%]
15

Impact strength
[mJ/mm2]
4.2

Maleic anhydride

42

75

9

4.1

Natural digestion

37

58

12

4.4

Fungamix

45

72

8

5

composite. Malenab et al. [206] employed sodium
hydroxide and aluminum sulfate to modify waste
abaca fibers and successful removal of lignin, hemicellulose, and pectin from treated abaca fibers were
confirmed by FT-IR and TGA analysis. SEM (Figure 16) was complementary to FT-IR and TGA and
supports a rougher surface for treated fiber. Thus,
abaca fiber-reinforced geopolymer composite exhibit improved flexural strength.

composites possess better mechanical and rheological properties than chemically treated composite.

9.3. Abaca-hybrid composites
Venkatasubramanian et al. [203] fabricated a hybrid
abaca/banana/glass Bisphenol-A polyester composite with good mechanical properties with applications in the field like automobile, packaging industry,
etc. Vijaya Ramnath et al. [204] fabricated hybrid natural fibers and compared the properties with single
natural fiber composites like abaca and jute. The
composite is fabricated with jute and abaca fiber as
intermediate layer and glass fiber laminate as top and
bottom layer. They are orientated in opposite direction to maintain the strength in all directions. It
found that the mechanical properties of abaca-juteglass hybrid composites are dependent on the fiber
orientation. The morphological characterization clearly shows the fiber failure, voids and fiber pull out
after mechanical measurements.

10. Conclusions
The recent surge of interest in agro waste-based
composites has lead to the development of various
composites that are environmentally friendly and
cost-effective. These composites are able to meet
specific demands like heat and chemical resistance,
mechanical strength, electrical properties, flexibility,
etc. thus causing its application in the more advanced
field such as aerospace, military, automobile, household applications etc. Despite several advantage natural fiber-based composites are difficult to commercialize due to poor compatibility with polymer matrix,
poor wettability, high moisture uptake, and less durability. The limitation of natural fibers could be overcome by surface treatment. In our review we have
shed light on the treatment method to improve the
properties of agro-waste such as pineapple, sisal, and
abaca. Exploration of cheap and economical treatment method will be an area to be explored by the
researchers. Hybrid fiber composite is an emerging
sector of material chemistry. The development of

9.4. Other composite of abaca fiber
Kim et al. [205] investigated the effect of plasma
treatment on the water uptake and tensile properties
of abaca/epoxy composites. The authors claimed that
plasma treatment improves the fiber-matrix compatibility and improves the tensile property of composites. Interestingly, the water uptake tendency decreases with plasma treatment due to the reduction
in the hydrophilicity of the fiber. Waste abaca fibers
were used to develop an eco-friendly geopolymer

Figure 16. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images at low and high magnification of raw (untreated), NaOH-treated
and Al2(SO4)3-treated abaca fibers: (a) raw (untreated); (b) NaOH treated; (c) without NaOH pre-treatment; 12 h
soaking; final pH = 6; d = 4.5; and (d) with NaOH pre-treatment [206].
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